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Figure 1. The First Presidency, April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City (PH 1226, 10.8 × 9.8 cm on mount 16.5 × 13.8 cm, Church History Library). The First Presidency stands together in this historic photograph taken on the day the Salt Lake temple was dedicated, April 6, 1893. Figure 8 shows a variant pose.

The image and mount provide important information. The mount has preprinted text: the logo (S.&J. on a black triangle), Sainsbury and Johnson, and Salt Lake City, Utah. The photographers wrote “Copyright 1893 S-J” on the photo. They also printed on the mount the names of the three men (George Q. Cannon, Wilford Woodruff, and Joseph F. Smith) and “The First Presidency Of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Photographed April 6th, 1893, Copyright by S. & J.”
Members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints witnessed momentous events that directly affected them in 1893. Along with other Americans, the Latter-day Saints in the western United States experienced the terrible effects of the Panic of 1893, one of the worst financial depressions in the nation's history. The early signs of the economic decline appeared in February 1893 when receivers were appointed for the debt-ridden Philadelphia and Reading Railroad. Soon thereafter, stock prices plummeted, more than fifteen thousand businesses failed, people walked away from their farms and homes unable to pay their mortgages, unemployment rates hit as high as 43 percent in some states, and by the end of the year more than four thousand banks had closed. Despite the economic crisis that gripped the nation, 1893 was a year of celebration for Church members as they dedicated the Salt Lake temple, built a resort at Saltair on the Great Salt Lake, and participated in the Chicago World’s Fair. Finally, by the end of 1893, the way began to open for Utah Territory to become a state. Each of these events made 1893 a significant year in the history of the Church, which was undergoing a cultural shift after the 1890 Manifesto.

Photographs in this article highlight one day in one of these events: April 6, 1893, the day of the temple dedication, when the First Presidency had portraits taken in Salt Lake City (fig. 1). These historic photos became

scattered; some have never been published, and the collection has never been published together. This article will briefly review the events of 1893 and then discuss April 6 and the photo session in detail.

Construction of the temple foundation and walls took thirty-nine years, culminating in a capstone-laying ceremony in 1892 (fig. 2). This lengthy endeavor was followed by a year of tireless work and significant financial expense to complete the interior. The First Presidency, consisting of Wilford Woodruff, George Q. Cannon, and Joseph F. Smith, were ready to dedicate the edifice in April 1893. This temple was the sixth to be dedicated and the fourth in Utah, but because of its significance at Church headquarters, the First Presidency scheduled a first-ever temple open house for about a thousand non–Latter-day Saints on Wednesday, April 5, the evening before the first dedication session. President Woodruff entered the temple on the last day of the Church’s annual general conference, Thursday, April 6, 1893, for the dedication ceremony.3 To accommodate all those seeking to participate in the longed-for celebration, the First Presidency scheduled an unprecedented thirty-one sessions in the grand assembly hall in the upper floor of the temple, including an evening session and five children’s sessions, from April 6 to April 24 (fig. 3).4

The Saltair resort came about as Church leaders, anxious to help the Saints with employment and to provide wholesome recreation, financed two interrelated projects: the construction of the Saltair resort (fig. 4),


Figure 2. Salt Lake temple capstone ceremony, April 6, 1892, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City (PH 1256 12 × 19 cm on mount 14 × 22 cm, Church History Library).

Figure 3. Salt Lake Temple, ca. April 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City (P0011, box 1, album 1, C. E. Johnson Photograph Collection, 1860–1920, Special Collections and Archives, Merrill-Cazier Library, Utah State University, Logan). A collection of Charles Ellis Johnson photographs, including photo albums, was discovered at the Sons of Utah Pioneers Museum at Lagoon Amusement Park in Farmington, Utah, and transferred to Utah State University. The albums appear to be Johnson’s personal photo album with prints attached in the album pages without mounts, as is the case with this photograph. This view was taken about the time of the dedication and possibly on the day of the dedication (compare with fig. 6).
located on the south shore of the Great Salt Lake, about sixteen miles from downtown Salt Lake City, and the Saltair Railway, which connected the resort with the city. Saltair opened to the public on Memorial Day, May 30, 1893, but was officially dedicated on Thursday, June 8, by Woodruff in the presence of ten thousand people.

The Chicago World’s Fair in 1893, known officially as the World’s Columbian Exposition, celebrated the four-hundred-year anniversary of Columbus’s voyage to the Western Hemisphere. It opened in May 1893, and in September, 250 members of the Tabernacle Choir traveled nearly fourteen hundred miles to compete in an event that was part of the World’s Fair: a Welsh Eisteddfod, a musical competition (fig. 5). The Tabernacle Choir competed with some of the best choirs from Great Britain and the United States during the event. A second-place award catapulted the choir and the Church into the national spotlight in a most positive way.

Finally, during the fall of 1893, the way opened for Utah to become a state, ending a nearly forty-year struggle to obtain home rule for the citizens of Utah. Joseph Rawlins, the Democratic territorial delegate to Congress, introduced the Enabling Act on Wednesday, September 6, 1893. It passed the House on Friday, December 15, 1893, and the Senate on Tuesday, July 10, 1894, and was signed by President Grover Cleveland on Monday, July 16, 1894, providing for Utah’s admission to the union.8

The Morning Temple Dedication Ceremony

At the end of the year 1893, Woodruff opined that the dedication of the Salt Lake temple was “the greatest Event of 1893. . . . The power of God was manifest in the dedication of this Temple.”9 From his perspective,

Figure 6. “View of Temple on the Morning of April 6.—Church Authorities Enter-
ing the Southwest Door for the Dedication,” April 6, 1893, photograph by unknown
photographer (but possibly Sainsbury and Johnson since it is similar to known
Sainsbury and Johnson photographs). This historic photograph was printed in a
the dedication of the Salt Lake temple was not only the “greatest Event” in 1893, it was also one of the most important days in his life. Woodruff believed that he had been foreordained to dedicate the sacred building and that the Lord had watched over him throughout his life to accomplish that task. 10 Several years following the temple’s dedication, he reflected, “I was ordained to dedicate this Salt Lake Temple fifty years before it was dedicated. I knew I should live to dedicate that Temple. I did live to do it.” 11

When the day finally arrived to celebrate the completion and dedication of the temple, there was great anticipation, excitement, expectation, and anxiety among the Church leaders and members. For example, George Q. Cannon recorded in his journal on the day of the dedication, “My sleep was interrupted a good deal last night through my anxiety to get moving early that we might not be behind in reaching the Temple.” Cannon did arrive at the temple in time for the first dedicatory session, scheduled to begin at 10:00 a.m. on April 6, 1893. He reflected, “We reached the east gate before eight o’clock and were arranged in the form of a procession, President Woodruff’s family leading and mine and Brother Smith’s and the families of the Twelve following[.] I had forty-five in number, not counting myself” 12 (fig. 6).

Cannon continued his description of the morning events: “This morning it took a long time for the people to get into the [assembly] hall and get seated. A great many had to stand for want of room. There was a choir of three hundred voices under the direction of Brother Evan Stephens, and the singing was very delightful. In the stand of the First Presidency there were on the centre seat Presidents Woodruff, [Joseph F.] Smith and myself of the First Presidency and Brother Lorenzo Snow, president of the Twelve.” One of the distinguishing aspects of the dedication is that all members of the First Presidency and Twelve were present on this special occasion. The Twelve in that day had a variety of

10. Stuy, “Come, Let Us Go Up,” 101–2. Wilford Woodruff became the fourth President of the Church on April 7, 1889, after presiding as the senior Apostle during the apostolic interregnum between July 25, 1877, and April 7, 1889, following the death of John Taylor (1808–1887).


duties and obligations, including serving as mission presidents abroad, that they do not have today. Cannon observed, “There were four chairs placed in the stand in which Brothers F. D. Richards, Brigham Young [Jr.], Moses Thatcher and Patriarch John Smith sat, there not being room on the seat below for all the Twelve to sit. . . . All the Twelve were present, something which rarely happens.”

Many witnesses of the dedicatory services in the large assembly hall, which takes up the entire top floor of the Salt Lake temple, left records of the proceedings that have been published in newspaper articles, magazine stories, and popular and academic articles and books. Anthon H. Lund, a member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, observed, “The Dedication was grand. Prest Woodruff Geo Q Cannon and Jos. F. Smith spoke. L Snow led in the Hosannahs. Jo F. melted every heart with his sweet speech on forgiveness.” Cannon himself provided a lengthy description of the morning session in his journal:

The hall presented a beautiful appearance this morning, and the congregation was exceedingly pleased with it. An anthem was sung by the choir, when President Woodruff arose and spoke beautifully for some little time. He then read the dedicatory prayer after which President Lorenzo Snow, at the request of President Woodruff, instructed the congregation as to the manner of crying “Hosannah, hosanna, hosanna to God and the Lamb. Amen, amen, amen,” and the hall resounded with the cry of the host that was present in following him in these words. It was a grand sight and one that is not soon to be forgotten to see the people standing on their feet and waving their handkerchiefs in unison at each cry and uttering a volume of sound which might be heard a long distance. After this, the choir sang the anthem “Hosannah” and the people joined in singing “The Spirit of God like a fire is burning.” When this was finished President Woodruff called upon me to speak, and when I did so my feelings almost choked me. My words were entirely too feeble to express my thoughts. After speaking a few minutes, however, I obtained control of myself. I touched

upon a number of subjects which I thought needed mentioning. I felt to praise the Lord for the union He had given us and the results of the course which the First Presidency had taken in asking the people to fast and pray. I then related a little of our experience in counseling the people. The First Presidency knew by the Spirit of the Lord which He had revealed to them that the course they had taken was from Him, and that they had been guided by the revelations of Jesus in taking it. After I got through, President Woodruff spoke excellently, after which President Jos. F. Smith spoke with great power and under the influence of the Holy Ghost.\footnote{Cannon, Journal, April 6, 1893.}

The Historical Department office journal noted, “Dedication of the Temple Services at ten and two. Wind very rough during morning services. Tried to rain & snow several times. Very cold when congregation came out at noon. The wind this morning blew over a locust tree on the sidewalk in front of office lot, in the street.”\footnote{Historical Department office journal, 1844–2012, April 6, 1893, 49:4, CR 100 1, Church History Library.}

Cannon provided an important detail about the events of the day: “After the meeting we went down to Sainsbury & Johnson’s art gallery and sat for a number of portraits.”\footnote{Cannon, Journal, April 6, 1893.}

**Sainsbury and Johnson Photographers**

By February 1891, Hyrum Sainsbury and Charles Ellis Johnson began a photographic partnership in Salt Lake City. Later, following the dedication of the Salt Lake temple, Sainsbury retired from the partnership, leaving Johnson as the sole photographer.\footnote{Nelson B. Wadsworth, *Set in Stone, Fixed in Glass: The Mormons, the West, and Their Photographers* (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1996), 273–74. This book was first published under the title *Set in Stone, Fixed in Glass: The Great Mormon Temple and Its Photographers* (1992).} Johnson continued operating a state-of-the-art photographic studio in the V.T.R. Building located at 54–56 South West Temple.\footnote{Johnson operated two stores on the main floor and occupied the entire upstairs above both stores for his photographic business. The building was often identified as the V.T.R. building for “Valley-Tan Remedies,” Johnson’s family home remedies business. An 1892 guide to Salt Lake noted, “Valley-Tan or V.T.R. Laboratory of Mr. C. E. Johnson, located at 54 and 56 S. West Temple.”}
Some of Sainsbury and Johnson’s photographs include information printed on the reverse side of the mounts. For example, one mount has printed on the back, “Sainsbury & Johnson. Artistic Photographers. Salt Lake City. Utah. Studio at 54 S. West Temple St. V.T.R. Building. Duplicates may be had at anytime. Special attention given to profession and character portraits. Professional portraits for sale. Gold Medal Award 91–92.” This printed information accompanied the Sainsbury and Johnson logo, a dark triangle with S.&J. highlighted. In some cases, another symbol, a crane standing on one leg, was also included.21

Photographic historian Nelson Wadsworth observes that Charles Ellis Johnson “was one of the most prolific and enterprising photographers on the Mormon scene. He photographed thousands of people in his modern, state-of-the-art studio in Salt Lake City.”22 Sainsbury and Johnson also made Utah landscapes and Salt Lake City views.23 Later, Johnson captured daily life in Jerusalem during the late Ottoman period while traveling in the Holy Land in 1903.24

Regarding Sainsbury and Johnson’s particular photographic practice and skills, Wadsworth observes, “Johnson liked to use large format cameras. Because photographers of that time worked primarily with albumen or bromide ‘printing-out papers,’ large negatives were required for large pictures. Negatives were contact-printed in large, wooden frames, the exposures made either in the sunlight or by bright, kerosene lamps called gaslights. Then the prints were gold-toned, fixed, washed, and

---

21. See portrait of Jeanette R. Youn Easton, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City, PH 1700 3670, 14 x 9.2 cm on mount 16.5 x 10.8 cm, Church History Library.


23. Even though Johnson captured important moments in the lives of Church leaders in the 1890s and early 1900s, he also explored an increasingly popular genre of photography—female glamour poses that included partially clothed women models and theater actresses in costume. See Daniel Davis, “ ‘Appreciating a Pretty Shoulder’: The Risqué Images of Charles Ellis Johnson,” Utah Historical Quarterly 74 (Spring 2006): 131–46; and Mary Campbell, Charles Ellis Johnson and the Erotic Mormon Image (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016).

mounted for display. Johnson’s modern, north-light studio with huge cameras capable of making negatives up to 18-by-24 inches was one of the best equipped in the state.”

Copies of Sainsbury and Johnson’s work are found in many repositories and in private collections throughout the United States, but three libraries are the primary repositories of his work: the Church History Library, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City; L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah; and Special Collections and Archives, Merrill-Cazier Library, Utah State University, Logan.

The Photo Session with the First Presidency

In March 1893, just days before the temple dedication, Sainsbury and Johnson invited the First Presidency to come to their gallery. In a letter, Sainsbury and Johnson explained why they hoped the First Presidency would accept the invitation: “We desire the privilege of making a picture of the First Presidency on the day on which the Temple will be dedicated (April 6th 1893.) The fact of its being taken on that date will cause the picture to be of great historical interest and value in all time.” They asked, “Would it be convenient for you to call at our gallery immediately after the morning service, or as soon thereafter as you can make it convenient, on April 6th? Should you grant us this favor we will not detain you longer than from fifteen to twenty minutes as we will have everything prepared to take the negatives without delay” (fig. 7).

Fortunately for the photographers and for us, the First Presidency consented and walked the short distance to the Sainsbury and Johnson gallery following the morning session. During this historic photographic session.

26. Charles Ellis Johnson glass-plate negatives, circa 1892–1913, PH 10229, Church History Library; Charles E. Johnson glass-plate negative collection, circa 1890–1918, PH 9612, Church History Library; manuscript page 6, Charles Ellis Johnson Photograph Collection, L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah; and P0011, C. E. Johnson photograph collection, 1860–1920, Special Collections and Archives, Merrill-Cazier Library, Utah State University, Logan.
27. Sainsbury and Johnson to President Wilford Woodruff, George Q. Cannon, and Joseph F. Smith, March 31, 1898, box 5, folder 9, CR 1 171, First Presidency (Wilford Woodruff) general correspondence 1887–1898, Church History Library.
session, the First Presidency posed for several group and individual photographs. The Church History Library preserves two views of the First Presidency with all three men standing but with slightly different poses (figs. 1 and 8). In both views, Joseph F. Smith places his right hand into his coat. Two views from this photo session show the First Presidency seated (figs. 9, 10).

In a stunning large-format photograph of the First Presidency measuring 42 × 54.5 cm on mount 52.1 × 60.8 cm (fig. 11), Sainsbury and Johnson added the exact time when the photograph was taken—1:55 p.m., April 6, 1893. By coincidence, there is also a source that provides the temperature in Salt Lake City at about the same time. The Historical Department office journal noted, “Therm. 54 at 1:45 pm. Cold wind, Spitting rain.” Individual portraits of Smith (fig. 12) and Woodruff (fig. 15) were also taken that day, and possibly other individual portraits (see discussion below).

The story of this historic collection of First Presidency photographs taken on April 6, 1893, five preserved in the Church History Library and

28. Placing the right hand into a coat had a long tradition but had been popularized in portrait paintings of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, including paintings of French statesman, military leader, and emperor Napoleon (1769–1821). With the invention of photography, the tradition was revived, especially during the American Civil War among military officers.

29. Historical Department office journal, April 6, 1893, 49:4. “Spitting rain” refers to small drops—not a heavy rain.
Figure 8. The First Presidency, April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City (P0011, box 1, album 1, C. E. Johnson Photograph Collection, 1860–1920, Utah State University). This view is a variant of figure 1; Cannon (on the left) has changed the position of his gaze slightly by looking more toward the camera.
Figure 9. The First Presidency, April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City (PH 2016, 9.2 × 14 cm on mount 10.8 × 16.5 cm, Church History Library). In this pose, George Q. Cannon sits on Wilford Woodruff’s right with Joseph F. Smith to his left—a traditional arrangement for the First Presidency (First Counselor on the right and the Second Counselor on the left). Sainsbury and Johnson have noted on the print, in white India ink, “Copyright 1893 by S.&J.” They attached the print to a mount horizontally, with part of the preprinted Sainsbury and Johnson logo still visible in the lower right-hand corner of the mount and with the name “Johnson” cut in half on the upper right-hand corner. The lower portion of “Salt Lake City” is barely discernable. Sainsbury and Johnson printed on the mount, “The First Presidency of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. Photographed April 6th 1893 by S.&J.”
Figure 10. The First Presidency, April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City (PH 2016, 9.2 × 14 cm on mount 10.8 × 16.5 cm, Church History Library). In this pose, George Q. Cannon and Joseph F. Smith are seated in different positions than in figure 9. Like the previous image (fig. 9), Sainsbury and Johnson attached the print to a mount horizontally. In this case, the print completely covers the preprinted mount material. Sainsbury and Johnson have printed on this mount, “The First Presidency of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. Photographed April 6th 1893 by S.&J.”
Figure 11. The First Presidency, April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City (PH 2722, folder 1, 42 × 54.5 cm on mount 52.1 × 60.8 cm, Church History Library). Compare with figures 9 and 10. On the print, Sainsbury and Johnson wrote, in white India ink, “Copyright 1893 by S.&J.” In the lower left-hand corner, the names of the First Presidency are positioned one above the other: “Wilford Woodruff. George Q. Cannon. Joseph F. Smith.” It appears that George is spelled “George.” However, an enhanced view suggests the letter “G” is simply worn off, as is the case in the printing of “Wilford.” Sainsbury and Johnson provided a title for the photograph in extra-large typeface, “The First Presidency,” and added in a smaller typeface, “Of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.” Information regarding the photo session is printed below the name of the Church in a different color and font size: “Photographed at 1:55 p.m. April 6th 1893, immediately after the Dedication Services of [the Salt Lake Temple].” Sainsbury and Johnson attached a piece of paper in the lower right-hand corner of the mount, “Sainsbury & Johnson Salt Lake City, Utah. Copyright 1893.” The attached paper also includes the Sainsbury and Johnson logo, a dark triangle with the letters “S.&J.” highlighted within the triangle.
one at the Utah State University library, is incomplete without further information provided by photograph historians. Charles Ellis Johnson left Utah for San Jose, California, in 1917 and took with him some of his original glass-plate negatives (those of his 1903 trip to the Holy Land). He left the majority of his negatives in Salt Lake City in the care of his younger brother Rufus. Because Johnson never returned to Utah, these negatives eventually passed into the hands of two of Rufus’s children. In their care, the negatives did not fare well. A great number of negatives were destroyed by vandals or exposure to the weather. Most of those that did survive suffered some water damage or were cracked, but that any survived at all is remarkable. The negatives Johnson took to California came into the possession of a relative, David Fox, and were donated to Brigham Young University in 1975. Prints were made of some of those negatives and were shown in an exhibition in 1977. At that exhibit, it was made known to Brigham Young University representatives that other glass-plate negatives still existed in Salt Lake City. These glass-plate negatives were later also donated to Brigham Young University.30 A careful examination of these negatives, the Johnson collection at Perry Special Collections at BYU, revealed

what appear to be additional images taken during the photographic session on April 6, 1893, and others whose date cannot be determined but are likely also from the April 6, 1893, session.

We can propose dating for the images based on Cannon’s journal. He was a meticulous journal recorder, and his journal records his visits to photographers. According to Cannon, Johnson, as an individual photographer, took photographs of him and others on September 21, 1888, and September 8, 1898, and Cannon went to Sainsbury and Johnson on March 27, 1891; April 6, 1893; and May 27, 1896. Our examination of these images and comparison of the Sainsbury and Johnson photographs to the glass-plate negatives, looking at clothing, including jackets and overcoats (for example, Cannon wore a regular necktie while Woodruff wore a bowtie); furniture, including table, chairs, and props; and backdrops at the studio, suggest that several photographs (figs. 13/14, 15, 18) are clearly from the April 6, 1893, session, while the date of some plates (figs. 16, 17) remains less certain. The photos in figures 16 and 17 may have been taken on one of the other dates noted in Cannon’s journal. No date is provided on any of the glass-plate negatives. But it is certain that these photographs were taken by Sainsbury and Johnson.

The following photographs include a photograph of an original glass-plate negative for illustration (fig. 13) and modern prints made from the original glass-plate negatives (figs. 14–18). These glass-plate negatives are remarkably large, especially figure 13, measuring 55.88 × 45.72 cm. Even though it is water damaged, this glass-plate negative beautifully preserves a particular moment in time.

These plates include a view of the full presidency (fig. 13/14), individual portraits (figs. 15, 16, 18), and, in an unusual arrangement, Woodruff and Cannon seated together without Joseph F. Smith (fig. 17). Contemporary written sources reveal a close personal relationship between Woodruff and Cannon, which may explain the decision to have a portrait taken with just the two of them. Cannon was with Woodruff in San Francisco, California, when Woodruff died on September 2, 1898.

31. See Cannon, Journal, for these dates.
33. George Q. Cannon to Joseph F. Smith, September 2, 1898, MS 1325, Joseph F. Smith Papers, 1854–1918, Correspondences, Letterpress copybooks, Church History Library. See also Cannon, Journal, September 1–2, 1898.
Figure 13. Original glass-plate negative of the First Presidency, April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City (MSS P 6, Charles Ellis Johnson Collection, 55.88 × 45.72 cm, Perry Special Collections). Figure 14 is a modern print of this negative.

Figure 14. The First Presidency, April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City. Copy print reproduced from the original glass-plate negative (fig. 13; MSS P 6, Charles Ellis Johnson Collection, 55.88 × 45.72 cm, Perry Special Collections). In this view, Joseph F. Smith, with his right hand tucked into his coat, stands behind and between George Q. Cannon (seated on the left) and Wilford Woodruff (seated on the right).
Figure 15. Wilford Woodruff, April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City. Copy print reproduced from original glass-plate negative (MSS P 6, Charles Ellis Johnson Collection, 42.18 × 35.56 cm, Perry Special Collections). Woodruff stands alone with his cane in one hand and his top hat in the other hand.

Figure 16. George Q. Cannon, ca. April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City. Copy print reproduced from original glass-plate negative (MSS P 6, Charles Ellis Johnson Collection, 42.18 × 35.56 cm, Perry Special Collections).
Figure 17. George Q. Cannon and Wilford Woodruff, ca. April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City. Copy print reproduced from original glass-plate negative (MSS P 6, Charles Ellis Johnson Collection, 42.18 × 35.56 cm), Perry Special Collections.

Figure 18. Joseph F. Smith, April 6, 1893, photograph by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City. Copy print reproduced from original glass-plate negative (MSS P 6, Charles Ellis Johnson Collection, 42.18 × 35.56 cm, Perry Special Collections). Smith is seated with his arm resting upon a table that features a book (see figs. 9, 10, and 11, where the same chair, table, and book appear).
Several other photographs from collections at Utah State University (figs. 19–22) and BYU’s Perry Special Collections (figs. 23–24) may also belong to the April 6, 1893, photography session. No dates are written or printed on these photographs. However, it is certain that these photographs were taken by Sainsbury and Johnson, and the subjects wear clothing similar to what they wore in photographs known to be taken on April 6, 1893.

**Figures 19–22.** George Q. Cannon, ca. 1890s, photograph by Johnson, Salt Lake City (P0011, box 2, album 2, C. E. Johnson Photograph Collection, 1860–1920, Utah State University). Based on clothing, these photographs may have been taken on April 6, 1893. However, they may have been taken on March 27, 1891, two years before the Salt Lake temple dedication, or May 27, 1896, three years after the dedication.

**Figures 23–24.** George Q. Cannon and Wilford Woodruff, photographs by Sainsbury and Johnson, Salt Lake City, possibly April 6, 1893 (MSS 8685, Julina Smith Collection, 13.97 cm × 9.84 cm on mount 16.51 cm × 10.8 cm, Perry Special Collections). One challenge in dating these images is that the print and mount do not provide the kind of data generally found on Sainsbury and Johnson photographs. Therefore, the exact date will remain unknown. However, the clothing Cannon and Woodruff are wearing in these views is the same they were wearing on April 6, 1893.
The Afternoon Temple Dedication and Reflecting on the Day

After the photograph session, Wilford Woodruff, George Q. Cannon, and Joseph F. Smith left the studio and returned to the temple for the afternoon dedication meeting that began at 2:30 p.m. The second dedication session went as planned. Cannon noted, “In the afternoon the services commenced at half past two o’clock. The choir in this meeting was reduced to fifty, but did excellent service. The prayer was read by myself. After the Hosannah shout and the singing, President Woodruff called upon me to speak. I only occupied about ten minutes. He followed, and after him Brother Lorenzo Snow spoke. We all enjoyed the meeting very much.”

Activities of the special day, April 6, 1893, were not over when the last amen was spoken in the closing prayer of the afternoon temple dedication session. Later, between 6 and 7 p.m., twenty-seven missionaries were set apart by Church leaders. Additionally, a special musical program called the “National Children’s Concert” was held in the Salt Lake Tabernacle for conference visitors. Some “1,200 took part,” and, as one observer noted, “it was very inspiring.”

Reflecting on the events of the day, Cannon noted, “This has been a most delightful day for every Latter-day Saint who participated in these services.” Woodruff added, “The spirit & Power of God rested upon us. The spirit of Prophecy & revelation was upon us & the Hearts of the People were Melted and many things wer[e] unfolded to us . . . and we had a glorious time.”

The events of the day the Salt Lake temple was dedicated were recorded, published, and preserved, including in a remarkable series of

34. Cannon, Journal, April 6, 1893.
35. Among the twenty-seven missionaries set apart were future Church Apostle Charles A. Callis and the sons of several well-known early Latter-day Saints, including the sons of Edward Bunker, Philo F. Farnsworth, Benjamin F. Johnson, Miles P. Romney, Joseph Toronto, Octave Ursenbach, and Lorenzo D. Young; see Missionary Record (Missionary Department Missionary Registers), book B, 1860 April 24–1894 April 27, 136–37, CR 301 22, Church History Library; and at Early Mormon Missionaries, https://history.lds.org/missionary/?lang=eng. The Historical Department Office Journal mentions twenty-six missionaries; see April 6, 1893, 49:4, Church History Library.
36. Lucy Hannah White Flake, Reminiscences and diaries, 1894–1900, MS 1952, Church History Library.
38. Woodruff, Journal, April 6, 1898.
portrait photographs of the First Presidency taken between the morning and afternoon dedicatory sessions in a photographic studio located near the temple. These images, as Sainsbury and Johnson predicated, are “of great historical interest and value in all time.”39 We are most fortunate that these photographers captured this remarkable moment in a remarkable year of new opportunities for the Church.

Richard Neitzel Holzapfel is a professor emeritus of Church History and Doctrine, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. He is the author or coauthor of several articles and books focusing on historical nineteenth- and twentieth-century photographs, including more than a dozen articles published in BYU Studies Quarterly. Richard and Thomas Wells are the coauthors for an article on Charles Ellis Johnson’s photographs of the Holy Land in 1903.

Thomas R. Wells is a senior librarian and curator of photographic archives at the L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, and the author or coauthor of several articles dealing with historical photographs, including “Copper, Glass, Eggs, and Silver: Photographers of the Mormon Frontier,” in A. Dean Larsen Book Collecting Conference March 17–18, 2011 (Provo, Utah: L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, 2011), 16–20.

39. Sainsbury and Johnson to Woodruff, Cannon, and Smith, March 31, 1898.